P O C K E T

G U I D E S

Benches

 Top tip

Know your
measurements.

Whether you have your bench
tucked in or at the full length of
your table, we recommend that
you allow enough space so that
when you are sitting on the bench,
the front of the bench is in line
with the front of the table. This
applies for corner benches as well
as it will give you the optimum
comfort while seated.

The right dining bench can take your dining area from
the place that you eat dinner to the heart of your home.
When selecting your benches, the type and size of your
dining table will play a big role in narrowing down and
deciding on your dream dining bench so it’s best to
work out your sizing first!

What do you need?

Full length or tucked in?

I’m looking for a Dining
Table and Bench

I already have my
Dining Table

BENCH

If you’re after both a table and
a bench, then the world is your
oyster! Well, almost. Buying your
dining table and dining benches at
the same time gives you ultimate
flexibility and a totally new look.
You can choose a bench and table
that are the perfect match in both
style and size. However, you do
still need to consider the size of
your space.

If your dining table is already taking
pride of place in your dining area
or you already know which table
you want it’s best to ask yourself
if you would prefer a dining bench
that is the full length of your table,
or whether you want to be able to
tuck it under the table between the
table legs.

TABLE

 Top tip
If you decide not to tuck your bench in we suggest choosing a backless bench.
A backless bench will be narrower than a bench with a backrest. You still
have all the seat comfort without the extra depth of the back. Also, backless
benches are lightweight and easy to move in and out.

Inside Leg Length

BENCH

Full length

Tucked in

Great For: maximizing the seats
around the table.

Great For: Space saving and a
neat compact look.

A full length bench does what it
says on the tin - it needs to be the
full length of your table. This style
works especially well with pedestal
style bases as you can neatly tuck
the bench in while still maximising
the space you have available.
That’s not to say it doesn’t look
great alongside table with legs, just
consider how you will be able to sit
on the bench and if the table legs
are in the way.

To be able to tuck your bench
underneath a table with legs, the
bench will need to fit the ‘inside
leg length’ measurement rather
than the length of the table top.
You’ll also want to leave about 5cm
for clearance to avoid bumping
into the legs every time the bench
is pulled in and out.
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Bench Sizing Checklist 

Measuring your table 

1. Seat back height

1. Table Height

If your bench has a backrest and you plan to put it against a wall
be sure to check that it fits with any panelling or window sills.

2. Seat height (from floor to the seat)

A comfortable seat height should be around 45cm, the same
as a dining chair.

3. Bench depth
4. Seat depth
5. Bench length

2. Table length
3. Table length with extensions
(if applicable)

4. Table measurement from inbetween the legs
(not just the table top). You should aim for your bench to
be roughly this measurement minus 10cm if you want to
tuck it under the table.

Dining Benches
vs Dining Chairs.
Consider the features of both dining chairs and dining
benches to see which seating arrangement will best suit
you and your space...

Dining Benches

VS

Dining Chairs

A modern stylish and practical alternative to dining chairs.

A More conventional, very popular style of dining room seating.

With dining benches, you can seat the same amount of people as you
would with dining chairs, but the look is much cleaner.

More flexibility when it comes to moving the chairs around your space
and using in other areas of your home.

Easy to squeeze in an extra person when you have more guests as
seating is less restrictive.

More potential for mixing and matching styles and colours.

Because you are sharing the same seat as friends and family, benches
feel super cosy and comfortable, without being too over crowded.

Some dining chairs can be stacked for easy space saving storage.

Dining benches with a backrest offer plenty of support when you are
seated so you needn’t worry about the bench not being fully supportive.

Dining chairs offer a great amount of support and comfort to the
individual, depending on the shape, style and material you choose.

Unlike dining chairs, dining benches are available without a backrest
which makes them neat and easy to tuck away when they are not in use.

Still stuck for choice? If you really can’t choose between the two, you could always mix and match you dining chairs alongside dining benches
for a contemporary and coordinated look.

 Top tip

Style.

Our dining benches are available
with either right or left hand side
seating, so you can choose a bench
that’s right for your dining space.

Benches come in a variety of shapes and sizes, so it really depends on
what shape will best suit the space you have available. Here’s a quick run
down of the different types you’ll come across on your search, so you can
get a better idea what will and won’t work.

1. Corner Benches
Corner benches are designed
mainly to suit tables with pedestal
legs, such as our Sanza and Aria
tables, but that’s not to say that
they can’t work with tables with
legs. In this case, you’ll really need
to consider your sizing and check
there’s enough space to fit
around the table legs and
be seated comfortably.

L

LEFT HAND
(because the longer side is on the left)

R

RIGHT HAND

(because the longer side is on the right)

2. Benches with a Backrest 

3. Backless Benches 

Clean-lined and simple, a straight
back bench offers more back support
as you can lean back when you are
seated. Benches with a back create
more of a visual impact in a room,
which is great if you’ve got the space
and are really looking to add a style
statement in your dining interior.

Backless benches are great for
opening up your dining space as
without a back, they have less of a
visual impact in the room. They’re
also great space savers too; if you
select a bench size that’s smaller than
the inside leg length of your table,
you can neatly tuck the bench away
when it’s not in use. Backless
benches are also that bit lighter
and easy to move.

Work your space.
It’s not just about your table and benches when it comes to creating a sleek dining
setting. You also have to work with your space to really get the most out of the pieces you
choose to style within it. Here are a couple of styling suggestions, depending on your
room and table space. But that’s not to say you can’t create your own unique look!

If you have...

Then go for...



A corner bench. It’ll neatly fit in the corner and will create a cosy and
communal nook.



Not all dining benches will work with a round dining table, however, if
you still want the generous and luxurious feel of a bench why not go for
dining armchairs around a round table. With no elbows in the way you
will have that bit more room for a wider and generous seat.

A Square Table



A straight back or backless bench, depending on your size of table and
space you have available. Again this will mirror the shape of the table
to keep the space looking sleek and neat. You could even go for two
backless benches and two benches with backs to really maximise space.

A Rectangular Table



The main options here are corner benches, back or backless benches.
A rectangular table is the most versatile option so there are plenty of
styling option available.



A bench that matches the size of table when it is used most. If you
only use the extension for special occasions, keep the bench the same
length as the table. Then, if you can't fit everyone on the bench when the
table is extended, you can always add a couple of extra seats when you
have more guests round for dinner.

A Corner Nook

A Round Table

An Extending Table

Perfect pairings
We’ve done all the hard work for you to make
finding your perfect table and bench set even
easier. Just check the size of bench you need
and take a look at our table suggestions:

Size of bench

Recommended tables
SANZA Large Oak Extending Dining Table (160/210 x 90cm)

160 x 260cm
LOOP 7 Seater Left Hand Corner Bench

SANZA Large White Gloss Extending Dining Table (180/230 x 90cm)
ARIA Large Dining Table (200 x 100cm)
FIERA White Oak Dining Table (200 x 100cm)
NEO 6-8 Seater Dining Table (180 x 90cm)
TIVA Large Dining Table (180 x 90cm)

LOOP 7 Seater Right Hand Corner Bench

SANZA Small White Gloss Extending Dining Table (130/180 x 90cm)
EVE Frosted Extending Dining Table (130/180 x 85cm)

160 x 200cm
LOOP 5 Seater Left Hand Corner Bench
LOOP 5 Seater Right Hand Corner Bench

TIVA Medium Dining Table (140 x 90cm)
CROSS 4 Seater Dining Table (120 x 80cm)
EVA 4 Seater Dining Table (120 x 80cm)
FERN 4 Seater Dining Table (120 x 75cm)
ZEN 6 Seater Dining Table (160 x 80cm)
EVA 6 Seater Dining Table (160 x 80cm)
FERN 6 Seater Dining Table (160 x 80cm)

110cm




Recommended to be tucked under the table

ANGOLA Dining Table (140 x 80cm)
TIVA Medium Dining Table (140 x 90cm)
EVE Frosted Glass Dining Table (Not extended) (130 x 85cm)
AVER Dining Table (Not extended) (150 x 90cm)

LOOP 2 Seater Bench without Backrest

SANZA Small Extending Dining Table (Not extended) (130 x 90cm)

150cm

TIVA Large Dining Table (180 x 90cm)

Recommended to be tucked under the table
LOOP 3 Seater Bench without Backrest
MELLOW 3 Seater Bench without Backrest

150cm


CROSS Dining Table (120 x 80cm)

Not recommended to be tucked under the table
LOOP 3 Seater Bench with Backrest
MELLOW 3 Seater Bench with Backrest

ZEN Dining Table (160 x 80cm)
EMILIA White Oak Dining Table (200 x 100cm)
EVA 8 Seater Dining Table (200 x 90cm)
FERN Extending Dining Table (With 1 extension) (180 x 80cm)
ARIA Square Dining Table (150 x 150cm)
EVE Extending Dining Table (Extended) (180 x 85cm)

TIVA Large Dining Table (180 x 90cm)
ZEN Dining Table (160 x 80cm)
EMILIA White Oak Dining Table (200 x 100cm)
EVA 8 Seater Dining Table (200 x 90cm)
FERN Extending Dining Table (With 1 extension) (180 x 80cm)
ARIA Square Dining Table (150 x 150cm)
EVE Extending Dining Table (Extended) (180 x 85cm)
FERN 6 Seater Dining Table (160 x 80cm)
AVER Dining Table (Not extended) (150 x 90cm)
NEO 6-8 Seater Dining Table (180 x 90cm)

180cm


SANZA Large White Gloss Extending Dining Table
(Not extended) (1800 x 90cm)
ARIA Large Dining Table (200 x 100cm)

Recommended to be tucked under the table
LOOP 4 Seater Bench without Backrest
MELLOW 4 Seater Bench without Backrest

180cm


Not recommended to be tucked under the table

TIVA Large Dining Table (180 x 90cm)
AVER Dining Table (Extended) (190 x 90cm)
NEO 6-8 Seater Dining Table (180 x 90cm)
EVA 8 Seater Dining Table (200 x 90cm)
EVE Extending Dining Table (Extended) (180 x 85cm)

LOOP 4 Seater Bench with Backrest
MELLOW 4 Seater Bench with Backrest

200cm


Recommended to be tucked under the table

ARIA Large Dining Table (200 x 100cm)
FERN Extending Dining Table (With both extensions) (240 x 80cm)
SANZA Large White Gloss Extending Dining Table (Extended) (230 x 90cm)
EVA 8 Seater Dining Table (200 x 90cm)
FERN Extending Dining Table (With 1 extension) (180 x 80cm)

LOOP 4-5 Seater Bench without Backrest

ARIA Square Dining Table (150 x 150cm)
SANZA Large Oak Extending Dining Table (Extended) (210 x 90cm)

200cm


Not recommended to be tucked under the table
LOOP 4-5 Seater Bench with Backrest

EVA 8 Seater Dining Table (200 x 90cm)
EMILIA White Oak Dining Table (200 x 100cm)

Danetti care
& cleaning.

Faux Leather

High grade thick polyurethane that has been embossed with a medium
grain and backed onto fabric. Faux leather has great recovery and is a
super durable surface.

Plastic
Most plastic bar stools are made from moulded heat treated non porous plastic.
Mild household cleaning sprays, furniture wipes,
or even baby wipes are ﬁne to use on plastic
bar stools.

Although plastic bar stools are very durable,
stay away from using abrasive materials like
scourers when cleaning the surface.
This one goes without saying, but avoid placing
anything of extreme temperature on or around a
plastic bar stool.

Use a damp, microﬁber soft cloth.

Don’t use an abrasive cloth or sponge.

You can also use an antibacterial spray if needed,
which is great for families with young children.

When cleaning, apply a gentle amount of pressure
in a circular motion.

Don’t scrub - this will just crack the leather rather
than help to remove the mark.

After cleaning, dry your plastic chairs thoroughly
to avoid having to deal with stubborn water marks.

Use a mild detergent such as washing up liquid.

Don’t let the faux leather air dry after cleaning. Instead,
use a dry soft cloth to remove an excess moisture.

Care and cleaning information
for our leather bench range.

Faux Leather

High grade thick polyurethane that has been embossed with a medium
grain and backed onto fabric. Faux leather has great recovery and is a
super durable surface.

Real Leather

We use
corrected-grain leather which is ideal for giving
an even ﬁnish, free from
Use a damp, microﬁber soft cloth.
Don’t use an abrasive cloth or sponge.
imperfections. Imperfections and marks are removed and ‘corrected' in the
manufacturing process.
When cleaning, apply a gentle amount of pressure
in a circular motion.
Use an absorbent cloth or sponge to wipe the
aﬀected areas. Luke warm water should do
just the trick!
Use a mild detergent such as washing up liquid.

Don’t scrub - this will just crack the leather rather
than help to remove the mark.
Before using any product, check the label that
it’s not too drying to use on leather.
Don’t let the faux leather air dry after cleaning. Instead,
use a dry soft cloth to remove an excess moisture.

Do dry your leather furniture after cleaning with
a soft cloth rather than leaving your leather
furniture to air dry.

Try not to place your leather dining chairs in harsh
direct sunlight as like with most things, the leather
will fade to some extent when it is directly exposed.

If you really want to give your leather some TLC,
it’s worth investing in a leather maintenance kit
which will look after the leather before, during
and after cleaning.

Be careful of colour transfers from brand new jeans
or heavily dyed items of clothing as this could
potentially mark the leather. To clean marks left by
clothing, use something such as a magic sponge
immediately for the best results.

Real Leather

We use corrected-grain leather which is ideal for giving an even ﬁnish, free from
imperfections. Imperfections and marks are removed and ‘corrected' in the
manufacturing process.
Use an absorbent cloth or sponge to wipe the
aﬀected areas. Luke warm water should do
just the trick!

Before using any product, check the label that
it’s not too drying to use on leather.

Do dry your leather furniture after cleaning with
a soft cloth rather than leaving your leather
furniture to air dry.

Try not to place your leather dining chairs in harsh
direct sunlight as like with most things, the leather
will fade to some extent when it is directly exposed.

If you really want to give your leather some TLC,
it’s worth investing in a leather maintenance kit
which will look after the leather before, during
and after cleaning.

Be careful of colour transfers from brand new jeans
or heavily dyed items of clothing as this could
potentially mark the leather. To clean marks left by
clothing, use something such as a magic sponge
immediately for the best results.

Plastic
Chrome
Most
plastic bar stools are made from moulded heat treated non porous plastic.
A highly reﬂective ﬁnish made by electroplating chromium onto steel.
Mild household
cleaning sprays,
wipes, results in a deeper
A thicker
than average
layerfurniture
of chrome
ﬁnish
more
durable.
Although plastic
barthat’s
stools are
very durable,
or even baby wipes are ﬁne to use on plastic
bar stools.

stay away from using abrasive materials like
scourers when cleaning the surface.

Use soap and water on a soft cloth to clean
You can also use an antibacterial spray if needed,
the area and if it doesn’t go away, we suggest
which is great for families with young children.
using a splash of vinegar to give your cleaning
that extra boost.

The dirtier chrome gets before you deal with it the
This
goes without
saying,
but avoid
placing
moreone
diﬃcult
it becomes
to clean,
so avoid
leaving
anything
extreme
on or
marks onof
the
surfacetemperature
for long periods
ofaround
time. a
plastic bar stool.

After cleaning, dry your plastic chairs thoroughly
Waxing
after
goodstubborn
clean is also
very
to
avoid chrome
having to
deala with
water
marks.
useful if you want to keep its high shine for
even longer.

Don't use abrasive cleaners on your chrome bar
stools as any scratches caused can potentially
expose the material to the air and cause more rust.

Chrome
Brushed Metal

A highly reﬂective ﬁnish made by electroplating chromium onto steel.
A thicker than average layer of chrome results in a deeper ﬁnish that’s more durable.
Solid stainless steel that has been buﬀed to give a brushed look. The surface is then
treated with a slight abrasive in a linear motion to give
a matt metallic look.
The dirtier chrome gets before you deal with it the
Use soap and water on a soft cloth to clean
the area and if it doesn’t go away, we suggest
using a splash of vinegar to give your cleaning
that extra boost.
For every day cleaning and non stubborn marks,
you can simply use some hot (not boiling) water
and a cloth or sponge to wipe over your stainless
Waxing
chrome after
a good
clean
is aalso
very
steel furniture.
You can
always
add
little
bit of
useful
if you
want to
keep
its highneeds
shine and
for extra
washing
up liquid
if you
cleaning
even
longer.
boost.

more diﬃcult it becomes to clean, so avoid leaving
marks on the surface for long periods of time.
Do not use oven cleaners or any products that
Don't use abrasive cleaners on your chrome bar
contain chloride on brushed stainless steel as this
stools as any scratches caused can potentially
will damage the surface.
expose the material to the air and cause more rust.
Avoid using steel brushes or any highly abrasive
scrubbing pads as this can cause scratches or leave
behind residue which can over time lead to rust.

You can use stainless steel polish or lemon oil to
buﬀ a stainless steel surface. To do this, apply
the polish to a lint free cloth and move in the
direction of the metal's grain. Then with a dry
cloth, buﬀ the surface again until it is dry.

Brushed Metal

Keep your stainless
dry asbeen
possible,
Solid stainless
steel steel
thatashas
buﬀed to give a brushed look. The surface is then
whether this is after cleaning the material or
treatedmopping
with the
a slight
abrasive
a linear
ﬂoor around
it. This isin
because
if the motion to give a matt metallic look.
metal is left to air dry, marks and water spots
will occur.

For every day cleaning and non stubborn marks,
you can simply use some hot (not boiling) water
and a cloth or sponge to wipe over your stainless

Do not use oven cleaners or any products that
contain chloride on brushed stainless steel as this
will damage the surface.

What next?
If since ordering your swatch you’ve
noticed another colour or material
you would like a sample of, you can
always head over to our website and
order some more.
If you have any questions or need
some expert advice, our dedicated
customer service team are always
more than happy to help, advise and
guide you on your shopping journey,
so please do give us a call on...

 020 3588 1380
or your can drop us an email at...

 customerservices@danetti.com

Why not give us a follow?
Want to keep up to date with all that goes on at danetti?
We’re also on Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest,
Youtube and Houzz so there are so many ways to get the danetti
interior inspiration in your life.

